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5IR is Human-centered
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Davos 2019, had the theme “Blockchain + AI + Human = Magic”

AI will help increase human labour productivity. 
Blockchain will help give access to banking (and intangible forms of capital) to the unbanked. 
Robotics will help humans align returns on investment (ROI) with purpose. But it will require 
intentionality and moral clarity.



A peek into 5IR
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• Mind Machines - Brain-computer interfaces

• Facebook acquired Ctrl-Labs, developed a bracelet that detects the 

intention to move and allows users to manipulate objects on a screen by 

thought alone.

• Technologies for Medical purposes, repairing spinal code injuries, 

treating Parkinson disease.

• Bryan Johnson of Kernel announced the ability to decode a person’s 

brain activity and identify the speech or song they are hearing. 

• Emotion detection

• Nanotechnology as devices continue to become more powerful while 

shrinking in size.

• Technology Integration, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Big Data, Artificial 

Intelligence and ML, IoT, Cloud Computing and Blockchain, Edge AI



Human-centered approach in the Covid-era
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4IR Dehumanisation thrust

AI for social good, technologies for enhanced economic growth, 
increased access to education, healthcare, working from anywhere 
with employers able to monitor productivity etc.

Sustainable development, development of smart technologies for  
early warning of future crisis situations for proactive planning.

Human and machine collaboration, making repetitive and risky 
work be executed by machines taking into cognizance role of 
Strong AI, leaving humans to focus on more strategic tasks.



Point of View: AI and Data 

The AI Ladder

AI is not magic, it’s a journey!

Data fuels digital transformation

AI unlocks the value of Predictive Data

Hybrid cloud is the Data Platform
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Data is what fuels digital 
transformation

Yet, only 15% get the 

value they need from 
their data …

And 80% is locked in silos or 

not business-ready

AI
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Enterprises have declared data 
and AI top priorities

Operational BI and Data
Warehousing

Self-Service
Analytics

TRANSFORMATIONMODERNIZATIONCOST REDUCTION INSIGHT-DRIVEN

64%
are here
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90% 
plan greater investments 
in data

85% 
view AI as a strategic 
priority

AI

New Business 
Models



Predict and shape future outcomes

Empower people to do higher value work

Reimagine new business models

AI is shaping the future of work

Automate decisions, processes, experiences

How AI 
pioneers 
see value

28%

72%

Cost 
Savings

Revenue 
Increase
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Value from 
Deployed AI

No Value

37%

41%

Moderate
Value

Significant
Value

1%



AI-powered 
advertising 
engagement
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Predict fraud across 
their web & mobile 
banking system

Predict power 
demand by for 
renewable energy

Predict and target first-
time buyers in the US

Surface hidden
insights to optimize fantasy 
football outcomes

Visually categorize 
damage & instantly 
issues quote

However, AI is not magic

Cognitive car manual 
explaining increased vehicle 
complexity

Achieved a 40% call 
deflection rate with
virtual agents

Mercedes-Benz

Identifies gaps in 
terms in complex 
RFPs

Optimize cardiac care 
in high volume remote 
regions

A Look at Enterprises that 
have put AI to work

iKure
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Turning AI aspirations into outcomes

DATA TALENT TRUST
The lifeblood of AI, but 

complexity slows progress 

60%
Are challenged in 
managing data quality

AI skills are rare
and in high demand 

62%
Are challenged to acquire 
talent [and build skills]

Skepticism of AI systems 
& processes 

62%
Need an approach to 
AI production readiness

find operationalizing, sustaining
and scaling AI challenging

Stuck in 
Experimentation 51%

Based on 2019 Forrester “Challenges That Hold Firms Back From Achieving AI Aspirations”  



81%
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No amount of AI algorithmic sophistication
will overcome a lack of data [architecture]“
Data collection & preparation is the most
time consuming and difficult part of AI

8x
more likely to have 

a robust data 
architecture

do not   understand 
the data needed for 

AI

Sources:  2018 MITSlone ”Reshaping business with AI”

There is no AI 
without an IA

AI pioneers are

[Information architecture]
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Eliminate data silos, connect all 
data, on any cloud(s)

Automate and govern a unified 
data & AI lifecycle

82% 
concerned 
about cross 
cloud [data] 
connectivity

94% 
use multiple 

clouds platforms

66% 
of cloud workloads

will be AI-driven

One Platform, 
Any Cloud

An Information Architecture for AI

Operationalize AI with    trust 
and transparency

Avoid lock-in, run anywhere 
with agility

62% 
need an approach and 

process for AI



COLLECT - Make data simple and accessible

ORGANIZE - Create a business-ready analytics foundation

ANALYZE - Build and scale AI with trust and transparency

INFUSE - Operationalize AI throughout the business
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AI

MODERNIZE
Make your data ready for an

AI and hybrid cloud world

The AI Ladder 
A prescriptive approach to the journey to AI

One Platform, Any 
Cloud

Talent & 
Skills
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Information 
Architecture 

Speed digital transformation by digesting and unifying volumes of data for 
real-time AI insights delivered as cloud AI Services

Modernize
Make your data ready for an AI and hybrid cloud world

Virtualize all data, regardless 
of where it lives

Dynamically scale on-demand to 
accommodate changing needs

Integrate and govern data across hybrid 
cloud and data settings

ONE unified set of cloud-native
data & AI services, on any cloud  

Automate the end-to-end data and 
AI lifecycle management

An open, extensible information 
architecture for AI 
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Database 
Family

Collect data across complex, disparate sources while employing AI 
models for data and customer protection

Collect
Make data simple and accessible

Scale real-time data ingestion and 
analytics simultaneously

Access hybrid data through
a common SQL engine

Deploy data warehouses with
resiliency and scalability

Store and query all types of data –
structured, semi or unstructured 

Open source data - MongoDB, Cloudera, 
Postgres, Cloudant, Parquet

Optimize for AI:  Graph, Python,
ML-SQL, confidence based query, etc.
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Knowledge 
Catalog

Create governed data lakes with persona-
based experiences

Cleanse, integrate & catalog 
all types of data

Streamline data privacy, policy and 
compliance controls

Gain 360-degree, business-ready views 
of hybrid information

Deploy virtual data pipelines for 
self service analytics

Organize
Create a business-ready analytics foundation

Ensure governance & lineage 
of all your data

Real-time, predictive criminal risk profiling using business-ready data cataloged 
from 40M+ records, 200M court cases, social media, etc.

New Jersey

Courts
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AI Tools & 
Runtimes

Analyze
Build and scale AI with trust and transparency

Predictive, prescriptive, mathematical & 
statistical analysis 

Build, run and manage AI models 
in unified experience

Build upon open source frameworks 
spanning AI, data and cloud

Instill trust with built-in explainability, bias 
remediation and policy compliance 

Dynamically improve AI model 
accuracy, performance & quality

Automate model development lifecycles 
(AutoAI, NeuNetS)

Applying predictive AI models using complex financial datasets from 
hedging strategies to trading to detecting fraud.
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Infuse
Operationalize AI throughout the business

Instill trust and transparency across 
business leaders and users

Innovate with new business models optimized 
by industry vertical needs

Leverage AI to streamline 
knowledge work & productivity

Speed time to value with pre-built apps 
(e.g., customer service)

Automate analytical planning, forecasting, 
budgeting, etc. 

Employ AI-assisted business intelligence 
and data visualization

Using pre-built and custom AI to empower advisors to better know 
clients and shape improved outcomes across 350K inquiries per day 

AI Applications
& Solutions



AI in Action

• Speech and language

• Tone and visual recognition 

• Empathy and personality

• Behavioral Insights

• Conversational  

Build interactive AI applications, processes and 
product experiences accessible from any device

Swift

Watson Studio

Supported by an active Github expert community



AI Use Cases 

Banking & Financial Markets



Banking Sector Challenges

Mitigate Operational 

Risk

COVID-19 challenges for the Bank

Extreme Customer 

Experience

Reduce Operating 

Expense

Maximize Resource 

Efficiency

Data Privacy threats with 

electronic sharing (PII)

Influx in ATM Usage, with 
closing branches 

Surge in customer 

support requests

Network strain with 

influx of remote users

Stress on core 

infrastructure and digital 

channels  

Demand for loan 

refinancing and new loans

Increased Risk of Loss for 

failure in internal controls 

and policies

Hiring freezes effecting 

team expansion

Limited employee 

availability with personal 

matters

Existing teams lack AI 

tools and expertise to 

maximize efficiency

Increased stress on 

liquidity, revenue and 

expense management

Need for Accurate 

Forecasting and Balance 

Sheet Optimization 



Offering Description

Extreme Customer 
Experience

•Answer COVID-19 banking related questions from consumer and corporate clients.
•Better assist customers with real-time transaction processing, customer sentiment monitoring, with rich functionality to retain spiking consumer 

demands. 
•Unlock the business value of data to gain new customer insights, and delight customers with personalized banking experiences and on-demand services.

Mitigate Operational 
Risk

• Identify, analyze and manage operational risk, and integrate risk data into a single environment.
•Proactively monitoring trading through electronic communications, trading transactions, and voice traffic.

•Real-time monitoring payment fraud to improve fraud detection and reduce false positives.
• Protect your data - privacy and support compliance using extensive capabilities to de-identify sensitive information across applications, databases and 

operating systems.
• Secure sensitive information with data protection solutions and best practices.

• Proactively manage financial and credit risk.

Reduce Operating 
Expense

• Accelerate processing times by enabling real-time analytics without moving data, avoiding duplications, ETLs, and additional storage requirements.
• Use AI in managing IT instances, reduce time to detect and diagnose a complex issue, while meeting SLA and resiliency requirements. 
• Improve Financial Stability – Implement collaborative planning, budgeting and forecasting solutions, interactive “what-if” analyses, as well as analytical 

and reporting applications.

Maximize Resource 
Efficiency

• Build, Deploy, and Manage Machine Learning models in an accelerated timeline.
• Co-engineered prototypes leveraging AI Methodology and a global team of Data Science and AI experts with deep knowledge of all aspects of AI/ML.
• Align data and analytics with business strategies, drive digital transformation and enable compliance to accelerate your business outcomes.
• Engage clients with Weekly Digital Webinars and Podcasts on a variety of data science and AI topics.
• Free One-on-One Custom DSE Briefings on Data Science and AI for clients, including specific use cases related to current COVID-19 crisis.

Solving the COVID-19 Banking Challenges through  Data and AI 



AI Use Case : Virtual Assistants for Banking

An effective virtual agent is a simple part of a complex situation
Solution Overview: 

Assistant technology is leveraged to create Virtual Agents to provide multi-channel text and voice-based customer interactions. They can be
standalone or integrated frontline systems. Virtual Assistant can provide 40-50% reduction in call center volumes upfront, while scaling the call centers
support to 24/7 operations with increased speed to market. The Virtual Assistant will help banks help their customers with accurate and reliable
answers, fight misinformation, and improve response management.

Personal Banking queries:
• How do I create a new online account?
• I need help resetting account password
• Do I qualify for a new loan?
• Want to view activity on my account
• What is the process for applying for a loan?
• How do I cancel my card without penalty?
• What are the bank hours during lockdown?
• Can I get financial advice from my bank? 

Stimulus package Queries:
• I need more details on the Stimulus program.
• Does my business qualify?
• Where can I complete an application? 
• How long will I wait to receive a decision on my 

application?
• What options to I have if I don’t qualify?
• How will I be notified, and when can I expect a 

disbursement?
• What are the repayment terms of my loan?

AI solution with  Cloud Services and  Assistant technologies , so can rapidly provide relief to banking  customers through:
• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) Assistance
• Tailored Q&A services for both personal banking and Stimulus package details.
• Support with Personal Accounts, Financial Advising, Credit decisions and such
This  Assistant technology will rapidly enhance the Customer Experience by providing consistent, reliable  and 24/7 Call Center support and without additional infrastructure 
expenses.

The Crisis:

The Banking industry and their customers are facing unforeseen challenges during the COVID-19 crisis in delivering and receiving Customer Assistance. The banks have a need to rapidly 
and efficient handle the call surges flooding the call centers. And the customers need personalized assistance on the following to a minimum:

1) Online Banking, Financial & Credit advice and 2) SME Assistance with CARES Act

This crisis exerts an increased demand on core infrastructure and communication channels thus incurring huge operational costs.
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USE CASE

Provide a Bank’s customers 

access to fully functional 

ATMs at all times

• Better predict cash-outs 

& machine failures

• Optimize service and 

cash replenishment 

schedules

Optimization of a Bank’s ATM 
Experience

CASE STUDY
“With a team of experienced data 

scientists on the ground, 

augmented by strong technical 

leaderships, and  a strong practice 

for quick delivery, we were able to  

succeed .”

Head of Data & Data-Driven 

Intelligence, Bank “X”

EXPECTED BENEFIT

Improve customer 

experience

Reduce planning cycle

Reduce replenishment & 

service costs

25

BANK “X”

UNIQUE CHALLENGE

Difficult to predict machine fault 

category

Lengthy planning cycle due to 

uncertain travel times, custodian 

skills & availability
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Use Case : AI in Financial Institutions

Financial Institutions predicts 
Consumer Loan Default using 
Non-Traditional Metrics

USE CASE

Use a customer’s spending 

and saving patterns to 

predict if

• Customers will default on 

an existing loan

• Customers should be 

approved for a new loan

• Customers will default on 

a future loan

UNIQUE CHALLENGE

• Large amount of data

• Finding relationship 

between spending 

history and savings 

history

• Building interpretable, 

intuitive model to pass 

regulatory standards

EXPECTED BENEFIT

Using AI financial institution are now able to predict if a 

customer will default on their loan within the next 12 months 

using only the customer’s spending and saving patterns. This 

allows this institution to intervene before default occurs and 

not have to wait for traditional credit scoring history. 

The predictive model will also be used to approve or deny new 

loan applications using customer’s spending and saving 

patterns. This reduces the manual review process – saving time 

and money, and ensuring loan repayment.
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DataOps
Comes to AI
Data-as-a-Service 
virtualizes & delivers 
desired data, regardless 
of where it lives

AI Democratization 
Run and integrate any AI 
model, irrespective of origin 
or where it lives

Adaptive AI DNA
AI models that evolve and self-
generate to adapt to changing 
conditions (e.g., threats )

Instant AI
Business users and 
systems that self-develop 
and operationalize AI

The Road Ahead
Tapping unprecedented innovation of AI Research



Academia perspective
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1.Academia - Industry Collaborative Research 
a. Interdisciplinary Research
b. Joint supervision of research and development projects

2. Curricula that is responsive to the new demands of 5IR
3. Adaptation of AI to Indigenous Knowledge Systems.

a. Removal of unconscious bias in Machine Learning models
4. Closing the gender gap

a.The Fifth Industrial Revolution must include the strategic 
voice of women in leadership



Questions 
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